
Objective: 
Mobilisation and collective action of Ghukiye and Nikoto villages to protect and conserve Ghosu Bird Sanctuary  
Community Conserved Area. Covering the ecologically important salt-lick and surrounding forest area, it was formally 
established in 2014 to improve biodiversity and enhance rural livelihoods. 

About Ghosu Bird Sanctuary:
“Ghosu” in sumi dialect meaning “a place where rainbows always appear 
after it rains” has given the Ghosu Bird Sanctuary its name. Located 
on the bank of Langki River, it is home to many rare and endangered 
species of birds, butterflies and animals. In May-September, migratory 
birds flock to the sanctuary, especially around the salt-lick for feeding 
and breeding. These include the Barred Cuckoo Dove, Wedge-tailed 
Green Pigeon, Common Wood Pigeon and Emerald Dove.

How was the CCA established?
Shift in belief systems that had traditionally protected wildlife, coupled 
with uncontrollable hunting of migratory birds and other wildlife in the 
area pushed the once vibrant ecological region to complete degradation. 
To protect this critical habitat of birds and animals, the joint village council 
of Ghukiye and Nikuto villages banned hunting and logging. Further, in a 
spectacular show of support, individual landowners and clans voluntarily 
donated their lands for the formation of Ghosu Bird Sanctuary. The joint 
council evolved rules and regulations, including imposing fines of up to 
Rs.15,000 for being caught with a gun in the conserved area, logging 
or hunting. For better management of the sanctuary, a 15-member 
Ghosu Bird Sanctuary Management Committee was formed under the 
supervision of the joint council. 

Conservation Activities Undertaken:
•	 Carried out detailed mapping of the sanctuary in 2015
•	 Evolved a sanctuary management plan in 2015 that has improved and systematised conservation efforts 
•	 Planted 2,000 native tree species, including fruit trees that have led to increase in number of birds, animals, bees 
•	 Generated awareness among neighbouring villagers to moblise them for improved conservation of the sanctuary
•	 Facilitated conservation initiatives in neighbouring villages
•	 Leveraged funds from Tourism Department for the construction of a watchtower

Today, these conservation measures have resulted in rich avifauna diversity, and butterfly diversity. A preliminary survey of 
butterflies have revealed more than 70 species, including species like Great Nawab, Jungle Glory and Five-bar Swordtail. 

Ghosu Bird Sanctuary  
Community Conserved Area: 
Protecting 650 hectares of  
Zunheboto district, Nagaland

Future Plans
Based on the management plan, the community intends to 
ü	Enable increase in wildlife population by improving habitat and increasing forest coverage and its quality by 2020
ü	Sensitise neighbouring villages towards the need for conservation by 2020
ü	Promote sustainable forest-based livelihood activities such as ecotourism to strengthen incomes of the villagers  

by 2025
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Ikiey-Itovi  
Community Conserved Area: 
Protecting 537 hectares of  
Satoi Forest Range, Nagaland 

Objective: 
Collective action of Ikiye and Itovi villages to protect and conserve their common forest area, with a special focus on habitat 
protection of the endangered Hoolock Gibbon and Blyth’s Trogopan, while also working towards improving rural livelihoods 
that are dependent on natural resources.

About Ikiye-Itovi CCA: 
Ikiye-Itovi Community Conserved Area is a common forest area 
and part of the Satoi Forest Range, Nagaland. The region’s 
unique biodiversity and its temperate, subtropical broadleaf 
forest is home to critically endangered fauna like Blyth’s 
Trogopan and Hornbill, and what remains of the dwindling 
Hoolock Gibbon population in Nagaland, in addition to other 
critically endangered and rare species of flora. The region’s 
unique avifauna has led to its being recognised as an ‘Important 
Bird Area’ by the International Union for Conservation of Nature.
Equally important, the CCA is the origin of major rivers and 
streams necessary for the agrarian population in the region. 

Historically, forest conservation in the region was regulated 
by village ancestors demarcating specific forest patches for 
utilisation while limiting extraction of forest resources. In May 2015, to strengthen conservation efforts, Ikiye and Itovi villages 
mobilised to further identify a portion of their shared community forest as the ‘Ikiye-Itovi Community Conservation Area’ and 
added wildlife conservation to the villages’ conservation initiative. The joint council of both villages imposed a total ban on 
hunting in the conserved area. Further, within the village jurisdiction, they have taken measures to restrict hunting during 
breeding period and ban hunting of critically endangered fauna, such as the Hoolock Gibbon and Blyth’s Trogopan. 
 

Conservation Activities Undertaken:
•	 Evolved a management plan for the CCA in 2015 that has improved and systematised conservation action 
•	 Mapped the CCA boundary, along with mapping ecologically importance areas within the CCA  
•	 Carried out planting of 2,000 saplings of indigenous tree species in the conserved area in 2016 to improve the habitat 

and draw more birds to the area 
•	 Generated awareness on conservation by celebrating World Environment Day, bringing together people from more 

than 65 families across both villages

Future Plans:
Based on the Ikiye-Itovi CCA management plan, over the next five years, the community intends to 
ü	Enable increase in wildlife population by improving habitat and increasing forest coverage and its quality by 2020
ü	Sensitise neighbouring villages towards the need for conservation, and involve them in conservation efforts by 2020
ü	Promote sustainable forest-based livelihood activities such as ecotourism, bee-keeping, horticulture multi-cropping in 

order to strengthen incomes of the villagers by 2025
ü	Improve water availability and combat climate change by increasing forest coverage by 2020  
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Nanga (Dikhu) Greener Zone 
Community Conserved Area:
Protecting 2,800 hectares of  
Zunheboto district, Nagaland 

Objective: 
Restoration of Nanga (Dikhu) river ecosystem and its adjoining forest to improve biodiversity by providing 
a better habitat for wildlife, bird and aquatic fauna of the area. 

About Nanga (Dikhu) Greener Zone:
Nanga Greener Zone is a Community Conserved Area (CCA) of 14 villages that pledged to protect River 
Nanga and its surrounding forests. River Nanga, in Sumi dialect or also known as Dikhu, is one of the 
major rivers of Nagaland. Originating in Phuye village of Zunheboto district, it passes through four districts 
of Nagaland and Sibsagar district of Assam, before finally merging with River Brahmaputra. 

How was the CCA established?
In recent decades, River Nanga’s ecosystem and its surrounding forests have faced pressure caused by 
destruction of forests along its banks and feeder streams, loss of wildlife population due to uncontrolled 
hunting, soil erosion due to Jhum cultivation, and over-fishing resulting in fast depletion of aquatic life. In 
2012, 14 villages of Zunheboto district came together with the common aim to protect flora and fauna in 
and around Nanga River and formed the Nanga (Dikhu) Greener Zone CCA. They unanimously agreed 
to protect half a kilometer on both sides of the river, and 300-400 metres on both sides of its 13 feeder 
streams from Sumi Settu village to Phuye village. 

Conservation Activities Undertaken:
•	 Carried out mapping of River Nanga (Dikhu), its feeder streams and adjoining forests
•	 Evolved a Management Plan for Nanga (Dikhu) Greener Zone that has improved and  

systematised management 
•	 Improved quality of conservation activities on the basis of a monitoring protocol developed from studies 

carried out on the status of River Nanga and its aquatic fauna
•	 Generated awareness on the need for conservation of the river and its biodiversity through a series of 

awareness programmes
•	 Developed a preliminary check list/inventory of bird, butterfly, moth and herpetofauna and a monitoring 

protocol, “Biodiversity Assessment of Nanga (Dikhu) Greener Zone” 
•	 Mobilised neighbouring villagers to support the conservation initiative of Nanga (Dikhu) Greener Zone 

and initiate conservation efforts in their respective villages      

                                                                                                                                                 

Future Plans
Based on the management plan, the community intends to 
ü	Reduce pollutants or pollution causing factors through waste management, awareness on waste 

management practices, and promotion of compost making 
ü	Work on alternative livelihood opportunities, especially for fisherman and hunters, like bee-keeping, 

Non Timber Forest Produce-related activities, eco-tourism, etc for ecologically sustainable livelihoods 
ü	Improve River Nanga’s ecology and fish diversity through enforcement of rules, ban on fishing during 

breeding season, adoption of measures to reduce siltation, regular monitoring of the health of the river                
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About Dikhu River:
The Dikhu River, a tributary of Brahmaputra River, is one of the most prominent and longest rivers in Nagaland. It 
originates in Zunheboto district, then flows through Mokokchung, Tuensang, Longleng and Mon districts. The river is 
known as ‘Nanga’ upstream (at its source) and then called ‘Tzula’ when it passes through Mokokchung district. 

Dikhu River is a breeding ground for many different aquatic species, including endangered fish species, such as 
Tor putitora, Schistura devdevi, Schistura nagalensis, Schistura sikmaiensis and Ompok bimaculatus. The forests 
surrounding the Dikhu River serve as habitat to many rare and endangered species.

Community Conservation Initiatives:
Sixteen villages in Mokokchung and Zunhebuto districts have pledged to protect River Dikhu and the forests around 
it, from unregulated hunting, fishing and other anthropogenic causes. Tizu (Dikhu) Green Zone (TGZ) was formed by 
Ungma and Longsa villages, while Nanga Greener Zone (NGZ) was formed by 14 villages - namely Zunhebuto viz 
Sema Settsu, Zaphumi A, Lumami, Phuye Old, Phuye New, A Saghemi, Kholeboto, Zhekuto, Aotsakilmi, Lokobami, 
Surumi, Lumithsami, Alaphumi and Sapotimi. In order to conserve fish and their breeding ground, the two green 
zones, DGZ and NCZ, have been protecting an area of 42.5 sq.km along the river along with the surrounding forests. 
Fishing, hunting, extraction of stones were permanently banned by the councils of the 14 villages. Both the CCAs 
have Management Committees that are represented by various institutions of member villages. 

Conservation Activities Undertaken:
•	 Evolved a management plan for DZG and NGZ to collectively restore the Dikhu River ecosystem and improve the 

diversity of indigenous fish species
•	 Mapped boundaries of both DZG and NGZ CCAs
•	 Developed a monitoring mechanism to improve the ecology of the river on the basis of a  Dikhu River Ecology 

Assessment that revealed the current status of Dikhu River and the various pressures on its ecology 
•	 Generated alternate livelihood opportunities like eco-tourism, bee-keeping, Non Timber Forest Produce-related 

activities, especially for the unemployed youth, hunters, fishermen, landowners 
•	 Carried out a detailed biodiversity assessment of birds, butterflies, moths and herpetofauna 
•	 Mobilised and assisted neighbouring villages to initiate conservation of forests and wildlife
•	 Generated awareness about the importance of conservation of the Dikhu River among the villagers through campaigns 

and by celebrating World Environment Day

Dikhu River  
Community Conserved Area:  
42.5 sq.km
Conservation Focus:  
Restoration of ecology of  
Dikhu River and improved  
habitat of surrounding forests

Future Plans
•	 Restoring the Dikhu River ecosystem by improving the diversity of indigenous fish species and adopting soil and 

water conservation measures to reduce siltation in the river
•	 Focusing on restoration of habitat for wildlife in the conserved areas 
•	 Generating awareness and educating communities on the need for biodiveristy conservation 
•	 Broadening work on alternative livelihood opportunities like eco-tourism, bee-keeping, Non Timber Forest Produce-

related activities etc, especially for unemployed youth, hunters, fishermen, landowners 
•	 Evolving a mechanism for periodic evaluation of CCAs and its timely revision and effective implementation
•	 Putting in place a systematic financial plan for better implementation of planned activities
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About Saramati CCA: 
Mount Saramati, locally known as Fürim Shuwung meaning “the mount 
of Snow” in Yimchunger dialect, is the highest peak in Nagaland. Located 
in Pungro Sub-Division of Kipheri district and bound by Myammar in the 
south east, Mt. Saramati lies at an altitude of 3,840 metres above  sea 
level. Three major rivers, namely Zungki, Tizu and Likhimro, originate 
from it. Saramati Range is on the Indo-Myanmar international border and 
divided into two ranges, Mimi and Khongsa Ranges, within Nagaland. 

Saramati Range has the thickest and biggest chunk of virgin forest in 
Nagaland. Fakim Wildlife Sanctuary has forests in a contiguous stretch 
all along Saramati Range. Mrs. Hume’s Pheasant, Blyth’s Tragopan, 
Rufous-necked Hornbill, all globally threatened avian species are found 
there, as a result of which the area has been designated as ‘Important 
Bird Area’ and ‘Eastern Himalayas Endemic Bird Area’. The Sumatran 
Rhinoceros and the Leaf Deer, a first here, have been recorded in this region, making it a top-priority conservation site in the state. 
One of the most beautiful amongst flora is the Rhododendron, which is found aplenty in Saramati Range. 

Community Conservation Initiatives:
The forest of Saramati Range has traditionally been conserved by 17 surrounding villages since time immemorial. These villages 
are namely, Salomi, Khongsa, Khong, Thanamir, Fakim, Penkim, Tsundang, Hakkomuti, Mimi, Khongiri, Zanger, Iponger, Lothur, 
Sangtsuwong, Longkhimvong, Vongtsuvong and Mudenkhong. To strengthen the community conservation effort, in 2007 NEPED 
and SACON initiated a mobilisation drive of the communities for the conservation of Saramati Range. 

Following a series of meetings, in 2009 the Saramati Range was formally declared as Saramati Awung Community Conserved 
Area by the village councils of the 17 villages. Saramati Awung Conservation and Management Society (SACAMS) was formed by 
the representatives of these 17 villages for the management of the Saramati Awung CCA. Along with this, the Yimchunger Tribal 
Council  passed a resolution banning hunting and the burning of forests, with a strict penalty of INR 50,000 on those who 
are found killing any fauna.  

Besides the common areas falling under the Saramati Conserved Areas, each village has different Conserved Areas. For instance, 
beside the common areas, Salomi village has designated 527 hectares of forest as CCAs, and jointly Kongsa and Hakkomuti have 
been protecting 1,215 hectares of forest area. The village councils have banned the felling of trees, jhum cultivation and hunting of 
wild animals and birds in the designated CCAs.

Saramati Awung  
Community Conserved Area, 
Kipheri
Area: 100 Sq.km (approx.)
Conservation Focus: 
Conserve and protect ecologically rich 
biodiversity areas of Saramati Range  
with special focus on conservation of 
threatened species like Blyth’s Tragopan  
and Mrs. Hume Pheasant 

Conservation Activities Undertaken by SACAMS and Individual CCAs
•	 Mapped boundaries of individual CCAs by Salomi and Kongsa-Hakkomuti 
•	 Documented existing local knowledge on plants, animals, birds, fuelwood and fodder species as Indigenous 

Ecological Knowledge (IEK) 
•	 Generated awareness through programmes for members and surrounding villages on the importance of  

conserving Saramati Awung CCA
•	 Incentivised livelihood programme through promotion of pig rearing and water distribution system
•	 Set up SACAMS office at Pungo town  
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About Satoi Range:
Located among the Naga Hills in Zunheboto district, the Satoi landscape is 
considered untouched and the last patch of primary forest in the state. Satoi 
Range, spread over Chicku Mountain, harbours temperate and subtropical 
broadleaf forests, dominated by tree species Bomson, Hollock, Titachap 
and Haldichap.  The broadleaf forests support some of most rare and 
endangered species like Hoolock Gibbon, Asiatic Black Bear, Leopard Serow, 
Barking Deer, Stump-tailed Macaque and Hoolock Gibbon. The state bird of 
Nagaland, Blyth’s Trogopan, is the most important specie there, for which 
this site has been designated as ‘Important Bird Area’ by International Union 
for Conservation of Nature. The Satoi landscape has also been designated 
‘Eastern Himalaya Endemic Bird Area’ for its endemic bird diversity. 

Satoi Range is a major watershed area and the point of origin of some major rivers and streams that support many livelihoods. 
Tizu, Tsutha and Hipu are the main river systems that originate from the range. The range, however, is under serious threat from 
uncontrolled felling of trees, hunting, poaching and developmental activities, which is threatening its rich biodiversity.

Community Conservation Initiatives:
Satoi Range is surrounded by 10 Sumi villages, namely, Ikiye, Itovi, Tsuruhu, Hokiye, Khuvuxu, Thakiye, Ghokhovi, Satoi, Kheshito 
and Tsutho. Traditionally, each village has conserved its surrounding forests, but the forests stretch all along the Satoi Range 
over 40 sq. km., which makes it difficult to manage the entire stretch. In 1984, the Gaon Burha Union, comprising Goan Burahs 
of 10 villages, had unanimously agreed to protect Satoi Range and resolved to ban hunting and logging along the range. During 
the meeting,  it was decided that individual villages would be the responsible for the implementation of these rules. Realising the 
importance of the Satoi Range and its rich biodiversity, each village had undertaken conservation efforts and designated their 
conserved areas as Community Conserved Areas at village and inter-village level. As per specific circumstances and needs, 
each village framed rules and regulations such that the entire range becaome completely subject to limited and restricted 
resource utilisation, including a total and seasonal ban on hunting in their jurisdiction. Besides forest conservation, in 2012 the 
Gaon Burah Union passed a resolution to ban the use of chemicals for fising in Rivers Tizu, Tsutha and Hipu in this range. 

In 2014, the Ikiye and Itovi village councils jointly declared 537.53 hectares as ‘Ikiye-Itovi Community Conserved Area’, which 
falls within the Satoi Range, and banned hunting and felling of tress in there. Also, Khuvuxu, Tsuruhu and Kheshito formed a 
Community Conserved Area of 1390.2 hectares. Similarly, Ghokhuvi, Thakiye, Tsutho and Satoi too designated their conserved 
areas as Community Conserved Areas.

Satoi Range  
Community Conserved Area:  
Protecting 40 sq.km (approx.)  
in Zunheboto district

Conservation Activities Undertaken by Individual CCAs
•	 Evolved Management Plans by Ikiye-Itovi, Tsuruhu, Hokiye, Khuvuxu, Thakiye, Ghokhovi, Kheshito for systematic 

management of their CCAs
•	 Mapped boundaries of Ikiye-Itovi, Tsuruhu, Khuvuxu, Ghokhovi, Kheshito CCAs
•	 Improved habitat for wildlife by planting of native tree species by Ikiye-Itovi and Khuvuxu CCAs
•	 Organised mass awareness programmes through village-level workshops and celebration of World Environment 

Day
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Zanibu Range  
Community Conserved Area:  
40 sq.km (approx)  
of Phek district 

About Zanibu Range
Zanibu range, characterised by unique geographical 
conditions, is located in the Phek district of Nagaland. With 
a total area of around 40 sq. kms, the range falls within 25° 
40’ 60” N and 94° 20’ 60” E, at altitudes ranging between 
1600-2426 metres. The range is situated at the confluence of 
the Borail and Patkai mountain ranges in Nagaland. Zanibu 
Range is a predominantly primary subtropical broadleaf 
forest, with trivial ranges of temperate broadleaf forests 
on its hill tops. The range has been declared as ‘Important 
Bird Area’, due to the presence of rare species such as 
Blyth‘s Tragopan, Rufous-necked Hornbill, Purple Wood 
Pigeon, Mrs Hume‘s Pheasant, Great Pied Hornbill, etc. 
The presence of Hoolock Gibbon, Stump-tailed Macaque, 
Asiatic Black Bear, Wild Dog, Leopard, Barking Deer and 
Serow makes this range even more ecologically significant. 
Besides this, the Zanibu Range also acts as a wildlife corridor with Mount Saramati. The range is the main catchment area 
for major rivers like Thezuru and Garuka. Dzudu Lake, which is located in the range, also holds great significance in the 
minds of the people. 

Community Conservation Initiatives:
Zanibu Range is surrounded by seven villages, three in south east, namely Porba, Sakraba and Phulami, and four in the 
north west, namely K. Base, K. Bawe, Runguzumi and Thevopisu. The people of these villages belong to Chakhesang 
tribe and are closely connected to the forest and its resources. The ideas of conservation have been practiced by the local 
people since time immemorial, and they have rich and insightful traditional knowledge and a deep appreciation of the forests 
along these ranges as their source of water for drinking and cultivation.

Excessive hunting, logging, forest fires in the 1980s raised serious concerns among the people, causing them to revive 
conservation as practised by their forefathers. The village councils of the seven villages resolved to protect the habitat 
against further degredation and decline of wildlife, forming the Zanibu Range Forest Committee (ZRFC) in 1990. In addition, 
they resolved to regulate hunting and logging. To reinforce the conservation measures, the rules were revised in 2008 
and new rules evolved that include ban on logging, burning of trees, hunting and construction of roads in the forests. 
Subsequently, the community forests of the villages were brought under the Zanibu Range conservation efforts. Although 
ZRFC is responsible for management of Zanibu range, however, the village-level implementation of rules and regulations 
rest with the village council. Besides Range conservation, each individual village has its own separate conserved areas 
that are governed under the supervision of the village council.

Activities Undertaken by the Individual CCAs
ü	Evolved Management Plan by six villages, except Runguzumi, for better management of conserved areas 
ü	Mapped boundaries of Sakraba, Porba, K. Basa, Thevopisu CCAs
ü	Documented existing local knowledge on plants, animals, birds, fuelwood and fodder species as Indigenous Ecological 

Knowledge (IEK) 
ü	Leveraged alternative livelihood programmes initiated by 11 government departments, particularly for horticulture, agriculture, 

fishery etc, for promotion of sustainable livelihoods and improved incomes   
ü	Carried out biodiversity assessment at Sakraba, where 61 species of flora and 50 different species of fauna were recorded
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Our Vision
Creating a green Nagaland, rich in biodiversity

Our Objectives
•	 Establish cordial relationships among the functional CCAs
•	 Participate in the global movement on biodiversity conservation
•	 Encourage afforestation (of local species) as well as conservation of forests, wildlife, water, and all other 

natural resources
•	 To build voices for common causes at various levels on conservation of biodiversity and environment
•	 To promote eco-tourism and encourage scientific research on biodiversity
•	 Sensitise people on the sustainable use of natural resources, based on principles of conservation 

Nagaland Community Conserved Area Forum (NCCAF)

Nagaland Community Conserved Areas Forum
A common platform was created by Community Conserved Areas (CCAs) of Nagaland to share 
experiences, learnings, good conservation practices, and foster a collective voice for CCAs in the state.

Genesis of Nagaland CCA forum
In September 2013, at a consultive 
meeting of CCAs, the need for a common 
platform was felt for the first time.  
Since then the group met several 
times for discussions on the various 
facets of a forum and the need for it. 
After conscious efforts, a Nagaland 
Community Conserved Area Forum 
was finally formed in 2014.  

Our Roles
•	 Supervise, coordinate and support all efforts of CCAs 
•	 Represent CCAs of Nagaland at national and international level 
•	 Establish linkages and network with supporting organisations
•	 Influence state policy towards conservation
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Affiliated Members of  
Nagaland Community Conserved Area Forum

Dikhu (Tsula) Green Zone, Mokokchung
Area: 1,405 hectares

Nanga Greener Zone, Zunheboto
Area: 2,800 hectares

Khonoma Nature Conservation &  
Tragopan Sancuary, Kohima
Area: 10,303 hectares

Sendenyu Community Biodiversity Reserve,  
Kohima
Area: 2,000 hectares

Yehemi, Lithsami and Kiyetha (YLK) CCA,  
Zunheboto
Area: 1,152.48 hectares

Ghosu Bird Sanctuary, Zunheboto
Area: 650.87 hectares

Ikiye-Itovi Community Conserved Area,  
Zunheboto
Area: 537.53 hectares

Khuvuxu Community Conserved Area,  
Zunheboto
Area: 1,091 hectares

Tsuruhu Community Conserved Area,  
Zunheboto
Area: 157.6 hectares

Phenshunyu Khunyu Ramusinyu (PKR)  
Community Conserved Area, Kohima
Area: 649.35 hectares

Dzulekie Community Conserved Area, Kohima
Area: 1,200 hectares

Mount Pauna Community Conserved Area,  
Peren
Area: 843.23 hectares

Gaili Community Conserved Area, Peren
Area: 300 hectares (Approximate)

Dzulhami Community Conserved Area, Phek
Area: 702 hectares

Zanibu Range Community Conserved Area,  
Phek
Area: 4,000 hectares

Shathuya Community Conservation Area,  
Phek
Area: 2,262 hectares

Yaongyimchen Alayong Community Biodiversity  
Conservation Area, Longleng
Area: 700 hectares

Palam Noyak Community Conserved Area,  
Pongching, Longleng
Area: 300 hectares

Hongmong Community Conserved Area, Mon
Area: 3,200 hectares

Ruzaphema Community Conserved Area,  
Dimapur
Area: 500 hectare

Saramati Awung Community Conserved Area,  
Kiphere
Area: 10,000 hectare
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